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Welcome to 1Arts and Africa'. This is A2-ex Tetteh-Lartey 
with news of one of the world's most famous stories now 
told in the African styles. 

Extract from "The Gods Are Not To Blame". 

ALEX TETTEH-LARTEY 

The birth of the hero provides the opening lines of the 
prize winning play "The Gods Are Not To Blame". When it 
was fir~t performed in Nigeria at the Ife Festival of the 
Arts ten years ago it helped to make the name of its 
author - Ola Roti-mi. ·He is now an ocademic, teaching 
drama at the University of Port Harcourt, but he's also 
an actor and has written severcil other· plays, including 
the com.edy 11 Our Husband Has . Gone Mad Again" - one of · my 
favourite titlesq · 

But "The Gods Are Not To Blame" is no comedy; neither is 
it the author's intention to use drama lightly. 

OLA ROTIMI 

Satire has failed in Nigeria and people, to my mind, need 
to be galvani~ed into thinking rather t han leaving the 
theatre feeling smug. I think they should go home and 
feel challenged to Qring something to ameliorate whatever 
situation the playwright ha~ presented. 

TETTEH-LARTEY 

But although the situations ·presented in this play can 
clearly be applied to Nigeria, the play speaks out t o 
.people the world over and has · recently been performed 
here in London. The production was the outcome of six 
weeks of theatre worksh~p in which black act ors from 
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the West Indies and Britain, as well as from Africa, were 
given further training in various aspects of drama, using 
this play for their exercises. 

It was quite a special occasion as I found out because the 
organisers, Drum Workshop, had invited Ola Rotimi, to come 
end take the classes and direct the play himself. 

OLA ROTIMI 

The assumption was that I would come and organise the 
Workshop that will culminate in a production. The choice 
of production was left entirely to my j udgement so I 
decided that if we were to wind-up with a production it 
had to be one of magnitude and not something that would 
pass as a classroom exercise. Also I was more · concerned 
with having a kind of production that would reflect the 
true spirit of the contemporary theatrical experience -
total Africa~ theatre in the contemporary idiom, namely: 
music, dance, acting, mime, and, of course, the 
communicative aspect of language etc. 

TETTEH-LARTEY 

ROTIMI 

And did you select this play of yours rather than somebody 
else I s because you th_ought you I d be in a better position 
to direct it? 

Yes you see this was to be my first attempt at play 
production here in _. England, and I thought, well, if I was 
going to fail I'd rather fail with my own work rather then 
dragging down ·s·omebody else's creative product. So it 
was a question of 11 s1nking or swimming" and I thought in 
either case I'd rather commit my own personality as a 
director as well as~ creative writer. 

TETTEH-LARTEY 

In the opening scanes of the play the narrator recounts 
the background to the story very clearly, commentating 
on the action which the actors are miming. King Adtusa 
and his Queen, Ojuola, are showing t heir first born to 
the townsfolk. Next they take him to th.e shrine of Ogun. 

Extra~t from "The Gods Are Not To Blame". 

So far it's all very Nigerian, even more so when you see 
it acted out on stage. But . this particular story, comes 
originally from another time and place, from ancient 
Greeee. In that story the hero is called Oedipus. Ola 
Rotimi has changed· the setting to traditional Yorubaland. 
But he hasn I t ·, changed Odewale' s destiny. The infant is 
taken to the priest for his future to be told and Baba 
Fakunle whispers to the royal parents that Odewale (in 
the words of the play) "will kill his own father and then 
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marry his own mother!" So they send the unfortunate 
infant out into the bush to die and avert such· e terrible 
fate .• 

Many years' later the king is murdered when heis travelling 
abroad and the town is without a leader until a young and 
brave stranger helps them in battle. He's given the 

· kingship and the widowed queen. f'or a wife. The audience 
puts two ?nd two together pretty quickly - the tension 
comes 'in watching King_ Odewale and his queen unravel the 
terrible story. 

Extract :(rom "The Gods Are Not To Blame". 

A recording during rehearsal, ·with the part of Odewale 
taken by the Nigerian actor Olu Jacobs. The Yoruba god 
Ogun and the mention of palm-oil add to the particular 
Af'rican setting. Obviously Ola Rotimi had gone to 
considerable lengths to achieve this but I wondered 
if he'd modified the basic Oedipus story? 

· Oh yes, I did. A clear modification: the climactic 
moment when the son murders the father inadvertently 
In the Greek original the conflict between father and 
son takes place at a cross roads· - ~twas the ~esult of 
some argument over right of way. Now, within. the 
African culture it would be totally unjustifiab~e for 
a young man to strike an elderly man dead over what would 
be considered as a trivial issue of right of way. However, 
th&re are certain consioerations which could elicit 
sympathy from the average African and one of these, I 
thought, was argument over inheritance. So I had the 
conflict take place .i.n a farm land. · Apparently what 
has happened is that the land was sold illegally to the 
younger man and t his happens a lot in Africa, illegal 
selling of land and property. So when this old man comes 
to his farm he finds it already under cultivation, and 
there ensues some conflict et the end of which the young 
man kills the older _man • . 

TETTEH-LARTEY 

· · I .thought it. was very eff'ecti ve indeed, tut I heard the 
yo~nger man insisting, time and -again, that he took 

· strong objeetion to the older man insulting his tribe. 

'ROTIMI 

• Yes, .this is .·where · the motivai;:-ion of the theme of the 
•· play comes into pla9e. First the aspeet of his being 

-disposs~ssed · and that has to be ~einforced by this abuse 
of his. - what he considers to be, his tribe which in the 
final analysis turns out t9 be a ridiculous assumption 
be~ause he isn't of a different tribe but of the same tribe 
as that same fellow who was insulting - you see 
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I must say that at the end of . the play we were all 
emotionally enrapt. Although this was the first full 
dress rehearsal I saw it was so effective that most of 
the. audie_nc~ w~re shedding tears- at the end of it. Now 
that must be. a· very gre~t compliment to your artistic 
direction. 

Another challenge for the director was the different 
cultures of his cast • . He had to show the non-African 
black actors how to move and display emotions in an 
African manner. All the time we were with him during 
rehearsals he was working on the tiny details end the 
main impact simultaneously. Here is King Odewale 
raging at one of the Queen's sons (and, unknown to both 
of them, of course, . really his own younger brother). 

Extract from "The Gods .•Are Not To Blame",. • 

, After rehearsals I talked to Ola Rotimi about his 
technique as a director. Did he impose his own vision 
of a play on the actors? 

I don't go for that autocratic .method. I 1d rather let the 
actor, having read the script, bring to beRr in 
his physical interpretation his concept of that char~cter., 
If it's convincing I help him to develop, but if it isn't 

.then we go into a session of discussing the character, and 
if it's still difficult for him to understand then I could 

. go into- acting the part- myself. 

TETTEH-LARTEY 

ROTIMI 

I certainly helps , doesn't it, when you know how to do the 
thing yourself, then, of course, you earn the respect of 
tho$e you're teaching., 

Oh yes it happened. There- was a ~cene where one of the 
actors playing - I wouldn't name the part now - said he 
just -.couldn't feel the way I suggested the interpretation 
of a particular solemn scene - he just couldn't do it. He 
would rather do it. the . other way .• · . And I said "No, I -·· ·' 
don't want boisterous acting at this point,. I want cool 
solemn acting so I Wc3.nt you to move slowly almost in a 
dream-like action", and he said: that it was impossible, 
and everybody became curious. So I said "Look. You now 
stand and watch - let me try it." Well, in fact, what I 
was saying ·was realisable, so I went and I d;i.d it and 
everybody._clapped., He felt -chagrin but again it wasn't 
my intention to put him in that embarrassment so I had to 
light.en-up the situation by cracking a joke at the end of 
it. Then we tried it and he did it and · it worked. 
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It was very interesting watching him at rehearsal but 
before we listen to him at work let me explain that the 
harder Odewale tries to avoid learning the truth about 
his origins the more inexorable is the end result. He 
seems blind to the fact that the killer of the former 
king can be himself and that the woman he has married 
is really his Mother. 
In the very last scene when, so to speak, the King·' s 
eyes are opened to the truth he gouges his real eyes 
out of their sockets to brand himself as someone totally 
lacking true perception. And I can assure you in this 
was the most moving scene of all. 

But let's end on a lighter note. During his argument 
with his younger brother (we were listening to that scene 
a minute or two ago) Odewale calls in his bodyguard to 
arrest the young man, and we are returning to that scene 
to end the programme. This is Alex Tetteh-Lartey saying 
goodbye until next week while we eavesdrop on the 
rehenrsal of "The Gods Are Not To Blame". 

Extra"'t of "The Gods Are Not To Blame". 


